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Preventative Care (Patient reminders) 

Provide more than 20% of unique patients age 65 years or older or 5 years old or younger a reminder for 

preventative/follow-up care based on the patient’s preference.   

You can set each patient’s contact preference under Contact Info in the patient navigator. 

How to meet this measure using ONCOCHART -  

 You can add patient reminders to ONCOCHART by going to Utilities > Patients > Patient Reminders.  

Click Add Reminder, select your Patient,  select your Reminder Type*, select the date on which you want 

to remind the patient, enter any reminder notes and choose save. 

 

 

 

 

If you’ve set the patient’s contact preference and added the specific contact information to the chart, it 

will appear in the reminder module.  This will save you time by your not having to look up the contact 

information in the patient chart. 
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Once you remind the patient, check the reminder completed box.  Contact ONCOCHART support if you 

need help implementing this functionality. 
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*If you don’t have any reminder types in your drop down, click Manage Types then add them. 

 


